
 

Malta test 

 
 

1. When did Malta join the European Union? 

2000 2004 2010 2014 

 

2. What is true here? 

Malta is smaller than 

Poland. 

Malta is bigger than 

Poland. 

Malta is as big as 

Warsaw. 

Malta is ten times 

smaller than Poland. 

3. Malta is an archipelago.......... 

in the central Europe. in the central 

Mediterranean. 

in the western Europe. close to the ocean. 

4. What is Malta`s characteristic feature? 

rich technologies an American life-style different religions many cultures 

 

5. The currency in Malta is called: ........... 

the Maltese lira euro pound the Maltese dollar 

 

6. The oldest buildings in Malta are ........... 

crusaders` castles. presidential palaces. churches in Valletta. the Megalithic temples. 

 

7. The Maltese language is derived from .......... 

Greek. Arabic. Russian. German. 

 

8. What can`t you see in Malta? 

old fishing villages rivers and high 

mountains  

historical sites lovely seaports 

9. Gozo is ..........  

the name of the local 

fish.  

one of the Maltese 

islands. 

a tourist attraction in 

Valletta. 

a big cathedral in 

Valletta. 

10. Malta`s national flag has got .......... 

two vertical colors: white 

and red. 

three colors: white, red 

and green. 

two horizontal colors: 

white and red. 

two Maltese crosses. 

11. The city of Valletta has got many .......... 

historical sites. motorways. botanical gardens. fast-food chains. 

 

12. The word `Malta` derives from the Greek word `meli` that means .......... 

castle. honey. fortification. seafish. 

 

13. The primary method of public transport in Malta are .......... 

trams. bicycles. buses. planes. 

 



14. What is false here about Malta? 

Italian and British 

cuisine is very popular. 

You can see elephants in 

the Mediterraneo Marine 

Park. 

Many people speak here 

English very well. 

Traffic in Malta drives 

on the left. 

15. The favourite Maltese drink is .......... 

Kinnie. Fanta. Maltese coffee. green tea. 

 

16. There are about 365 .......... in Malta. 

castles churches skyscrapers universities 

 

17. The best way to move from island to island is using ..........  

planes. ferries. fishing boats. water trams. 

 

18. A group of small islands is called ..........  

peninsula. coastline. waterfall. archipelago. 

 

19. The Maltese cross is a .......... cross. 

four-pointed six-pointed eight-pointed twelve-pointed 

 

20. Malta`s Megalithic temples are .......... 

older than the Egyptian 

pyramids. 

younger than the 

Egyptian pyramids. 

as old as the Maltese 

churches. 

not so old as Valletta`s 

fortifications. 

21. Almost .......... of the population in Malta speak English. 

90% 70% 40% 10% 

 

22. .......... is Malta`s most popular fish. 

Herring Octopus Lampuki Salmon 

 

23. Malta was a British colony for .......... years. 

50 100 150 200 

 

24. What can you see in Malta? 

mountains rivers forests old towns 

 

25. The distance between the airport in Warsaw and the airport in Valletta is about .........  

1500 km. 1900 km. 2500 km. 2900 km. 

 

 

 


